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Abstract
The development and widespread use of statistical learning models have brought the need for tools that help analysts diagnose, build, and refine those models. In this work, in particular, we focus on interpolation models, which spatially predict the value of a variable based on the values of its neighborhood. Investigating these results spatially or comparing them with other models at different levels of granularity is still a challenge for the analysts trying to understand and refine their models. To deal with that, we propose a visual analytics model-agnostic tool for facilitating the comparison and refinement of spatial models at different levels of granularity using interactive visualization techniques. The tool was built in collaboration with specialists who used it to diagnose and improve a spatial model for predicting residential real estate prices.

1 | INTRODUCTION
A fundamental task in real-world scenarios of statistical learning methods is model diagnostics.1 Its goal is to identify possible weaknesses in the performance of a model in order to refine it. In the case of spatial models for prediction, analysts wish to investigate their models’ output, usually predicted points associated with a target variable, as well as compare them with other models’ output.

Visual analytics, the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces (Thomas & Cook, 2005), can help with model diagnostics by combining a reasoning framework with visual representations, data transformations, and interaction techniques to support visualization and analysis.

In this article, we propose S-VIDIA (Spatial Visualization DIAgnostics), a visual analytics model-agnostic tool for facilitating the comparison and refinement of interpolation models at different levels of granularity using interactive visualization techniques.
Although there are many different specialized visual analytics systems for analyzing geospatial data, for example, in crime analysis (Beecham et al., 2015; de Queiroz Neto et al., 2020; García et al., 2021; Malik et al., 2010) and movement analysis (Adrienko & Adrienko, 2011; Shi et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2013), most analysts still rely on general-purpose geographic information systems (GIS) to conduct spatial analysis of their models (Chainey et al., 2008; Ciski et al., 2019; Fevizadeh et al., 2017). These systems usually have a wide variety of functionalities and offer an integrated environment to load the data and different ways to display the data.

Even though a general-purpose GIS tool has different spatial interpolation techniques available to deal with the data’s granularity, such as Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) (Parzen, 1962) or Kriging (Cressie, 1990), the generated visualizations are only suitable for visual inspection of a single model. As occlusion prevents the users from overlapping the visualizations efficiently, the visual analysis of these comparisons is often done side-by-side or in different moments in time (Ferreira et al., 2013; Kong et al., 2018; Machwitz et al., 2018; Plouffe et al., 2015). In these strategies, the viewers must rely on their memory to make the comparison, causing an extra cognitive load. Another alternative is to explicitly show the difference between the models by providing a visual encoding of them (Gleicher et al., 2011).

In addition, there are existing approaches that compare different spatial interpolation techniques. The work by Thakali et al. (2015), for instance, compares the use of Kriging and KDE techniques. Their solution, also used in other works (Chainey et al., 2008; Ciski et al., 2019), consists of creating hotspot maps from density maps using GIS tools and later comparing them side-by-side. As these techniques rely on appropriate parameter settings to be successfully used, some works focus on finding ideal parameters for a given set of points (Bachoc, 2013, 2018; Chiu, 1991; Krisp, 2010). However, sometimes the parameters suggested by a tool like ArcGIS can fail in being satisfactory (Krisp & Špatenková, 2010). For that reason, it is important to allow users to visualize the result for different parameters, making them choose the most suitable parameters for their needs (Flanagan et al., 2013; Krisp et al., 2009; Krisp & Špatenková, 2010).

Some studies focus on comparing different spatial interpolation models to find the most appropriate model for a given geospatial dataset (Li & Heap, 2014). For example, models influenced by multiple factors, such as yield, soil fertility (Brus et al., 1996; Wang et al., 2020), or pollution (Liao et al., 2018), and hazard mapping, in which an accurate model that is essential for safety (Bui et al., 2015; Chainey et al., 2008; Chung & Fabbri, 2003).

Analysts can also benefit from comparing numerical metrics (Caruso & Quarta, 1998; Drawve, 2014), but usually, the metrics are globally defined and do not provide enough information for understanding all the characteristics of the model. Moreover, there are cases in which two different spatial models may present the same metric, for example, average error, but the error distribution is very distinct in both models. Here, a visual approach may also help inspect these models locally.

In our approach, besides displaying the models separately, S-VIDIA allows analysts to directly visualize the difference between two models using shaded isoline maps. If the spatial models’ data are provided as a discrete set of points, our approach transforms the set into a unified density function across a regular grid and generates polygon layers for visual comparison. We test this process with KDE and Kriging. Our approach also builds on the concept of relative accuracy (Yang & Hodler, 2000), in which the relative variation of errors across the grid can also be visualized and stored as a separate geospatial data layer. Analysts can benefit from both having a numerical quantity to quantify the difference and visualizing how that difference relates to the dataset and geography. S-VIDIA was built in collaboration with machine learning specialists, who helped us define S-VIDIA’s analytical tasks (ATs) and design goals. We demonstrate S-VIDIA’s utility in a real-world case study, in which the specialists used S-VIDIA to diagnose and improve a spatial model for predicting residential real estate prices.

S-VIDIA is an attempt to answer the call in the Visual Analytics research agenda (Thomas & Cook, 2005) to build more interactive tools that enable users to obtain insights that directly support decision-making.

The goal of spatial interpolation is to predict the value of an observation based on the values of its geographic neighbors. In Section 1.1, we define the problem we are solving more precisely, describing the ATs that analysts perform when building and diagnosing spatial interpolation models and contextualizing them in an established...
geovisualization taxonomy (Roth, 2013). In Section 1.2, we summarize the design goals that a visual analytics system must incorporate to support performing the ATs.

1.1 | Problem definition and analytical tasks

During the collaboration with the specialists, we identified five different ATs they needed to perform when building and diagnosing a new model for spatial interpolation. These five tasks were defined based on their experience (Viana & Barbosa, 2021) and other previous work research on spatial model comparison and visualization we discussed above, such as Ciski et al. (2019), Thakali et al. (2015), and Yang and Hodler (2000). The tasks can be performed to verify the quality of spatial interpolation models independently of the model used and the application area. Below, we first describe the Domain Tasks (DTs) using the specialists’ domain language, and we then unify their terminology in geovisual analytics by expressing them as Analytical Tasks (ATs) based on the taxonomy proposed by Roth (2013).

1.1.1 | DT1: Visualizing data sparseness

Since spatial interpolation models rely on points in the geographic vicinity of unknown observations to predict their values, performing predictions in sparse regions might lead to high errors. In this task, we aim to inspect the overall geographic distribution of the observations to identify possible “blind” spots for the model in order to try to relate them with the performance of the model in these regions, and possibly provide some solution that fills these gaps in the data.

1.1.2 | DT2: Inspecting the spatial autocorrelation of attributes

The key idea of spatial autocorrelation is that observations of the same variable at different locations might be correlated. Examples of autocorrelated variables are the temperature and rainfall in a certain location. In spatial interpolation, in particular, a fundamental premise is that model’s target attribute shows spatial autocorrelation. In addition, for the prediction quality, it is important that the attributes used by the model also present spatial autocorrelation, since it might be associated with the model’s target. This task, therefore, identifies how useful attributes are for spatial interpolation based on their spatial autocorrelation.

1.1.3 | DT3: Evaluating the random spatial error distribution

Spatial interpolation models capture the spatial dependence of the target variable when the errors of the models are randomly spread on the geographic space (Hamylton et al., 2015). The main assumption of spatial interpolation is that the spatial distribution of high values or low values is more spatially clustered than it would be expected if the underlying spatial processes were random. When the modeling captures the factors that generate this spatial dependence, the residual (error) between the real value (ground truth) and the predicted value from the model has its magnitude due to the non-modeling of factors unrelated to the geographic positioning. In other words, the pattern is random and does not have spatial autocorrelation. On the other hand, if a cluster pattern is present in the spatial error distribution, closer residuals tend to have more similar values, meaning it has spatial autocorrelation. The goal of this task is, hence, to inspect the model’s spatial error distribution to verify the quality of the model’s prediction spatially.

1.1.4 | DT4: Verifying the regions with high errors

The objective of this task is to inspect the geographic regions with high prediction errors of the interpolation model. This is helpful, for instance, to understand the possible causes of the errors in order to improve the predictions’ quality.
1.1.5 | DT5: Comparing visually the model’s prediction and the ground truth

In this scenario, we aim to compare the model’s prediction with the ground truth in specific regions on the map. This would allow a better understanding of the prediction quality of a model in these regions, which also facilitates a comparison with other models.

1.1.6 | DT6: Inspecting the raw values

Another useful task to better understand the model’s performance is to inspect its predicted values in a particular geographic region, comparing them with the real values or another model. In contrast with Task 5, this task is a numerical comparison, being also relevant for validation and debugging purposes.

According to Roth’s (2013) taxonomy, which focuses on map-based visualization, we rewrite the DTs as more general ATs in the form of a goal + objective + operand combination. Table 1 details the relationship between DTs and ATs. Although the ultimate goal of the spatial interpolation model is prediction, individually, all the tasks are under the cognitively simpler goal Procure in the taxonomy, and because of that, the Goal column is omitted in Table 1. By inspecting this table, we notice that the six DTs generated eight ATs and that all five objective primitives in the taxonomy are present (Identify, Compare, Rank, Associate, and Delineate). As for the operands, only the search target space-in-time is not present because the time dimension is irrelevant for the domain specialists. Tasks DT5 and DT6 are more complex and produce two ATs each. When performing DT5, for example, the specialists can compare the shape of the regions (AT5) or look into the difference between attribute values (AT6). In the case of DT6, the specialists can inspect specific values in a location (AT7) or compare them (AT8). Tasks AT7 and AT8 are the only ATs whose search level is elementary, involving only one map feature. All the other tasks are general, involving several-to-all map features.

The ATs and the taxonomy will be referred to again in Section 2 when we describe the interaction operators.

1.2 | Design goals

During the regular meetings with the specialists, when we were iterating versions of our prototype, it became clear that the visual analytics system should contain a set of features in order to support them performing the ATs. These

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain task</th>
<th>Analytical task</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Search target</th>
<th>Search level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT1: Visualizing data sparseness</td>
<td>AT1: Identify spatial regions</td>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Space-Alone</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT2: Inspecting spatial autocorrelation of attributes</td>
<td>AT2: Associate attributes for correlation</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>Attributes-in-space</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT3: Evaluating random spatial error distribution</td>
<td>AT3: Delineate spatial clusters</td>
<td>Delineate</td>
<td>Space-Alone</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT4: Verifying regions with high errors</td>
<td>AT4: Rank areas by attribute</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Attributes-in-space</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT5: Comparing visually the model’s prediction and the ground truth</td>
<td>AT5: Compare spatial shapes</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Space-Alone</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AT6: Compare spatial regions by attribute</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Attributes-in-space</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT6: Inspecting the raw values</td>
<td>AT7: Identify attribute values</td>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Attributes-in-space</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AT8: Compare attribute values</td>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Attributes-in-space</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features are similar to the concept of non-functional requirement in software development (Glinz, 2007), but the term design goal is more frequently used in the visualization literature (Sedlmair et al., 2012). The design goals listed below guided the development of our approach and the visualization choices we made.

1.2.1 | DG1 enable interactivity and exploration

The users should be able to modify: data selection (filtering), visual mappings, and view transformation (navigation). In other words, the users have to be able to visualize their model as a whole, in an overview, and obtain details in certain regions on demand (Shneiderman, 1996). In addition, the interactive visualizations should provide rapid response times.

1.2.2 | DG2 facilitate data loading

The data input format of the system should be standard and flexible. For example, the users should be able to enter a list of data points in a CSV file as well as a data grid of values with custom cell size.

1.2.3 | DG3 facilitate multi-resolution analysis

The users should be able to analyze their data at different levels of aggregation, from a single data point, or a grid cell to bigger geometric shapes. They may provide their own aggregation model if they want.

1.2.4 | DG4 facilitate comparison

Users should be able to at least compare two datasets in the same window in different ways. In the case of more than two models, facilitate side-by-side comparisons by sharing view parameters between them (map center and zoom level).

2 | METHODS

In this section, we present S-VIDIA, a visual analytics system designed to facilitate the diagnoses and comparisons of spatial interpolation models. The components of the system are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2; we present the workflows for using the system.

2.1 | Our approach

Our approach follows a web-based client–server architecture (Figure 1), in which the analysts access the system through a web page, and the computations are performed on the server side. This means that users input the data and settings required to generate the visualizations and later explore the results by interacting with the web interface. S-VIDIA has five main components: the web interface, the Grid Manager, the Visual Spatial Interpolator, the Tier Divider, and the Polygon Generator. As Figure 1 shows, each component is responsible for a step in the process of generating the visualizations and two types of data flow are supported depending on the input provided. The
Grid Manager controls the generation of the grid in which the spatial interpolation occurs, but the analysts may also provide their own interpolated grid. In this case, the Grid Manager will skip the interpolation and pass the grid directly to the Tier Divider, following the lighter dotted arrow. When the analysts upload sets of points, the Visual Spatial Interpolator uses the grid generated by the Grid Manager and the user settings to interpolate the input points. The analysts can visualize a single model, display two models overlapped or compare them. The details of the different flows will be discussed in Section 2.2. Then, given a grid, the Tier Divider computes the range of values for each tier (or layer) into which the polygons are distributed. Finally, the Polygon Generator draws the polygons for each tier. The resulting polygons are returned to the interface along with the information about the tiers and the grid. Next, we describe each component in more detail.

2.1.1 Grid manager

When using S-VIDIA, the analysts may input to the system lists of points or precomputed grids. This simple input format supports design goal DG2—Facilitate data loading. As the users already manipulate lists of points when developing their models, it is easy for them to input them to the system.

The Grid Manager is responsible for creating the data structure representing the grid of cells and may process the inputs differently depending on them being lists of points or precomputed grids. The most straightforward case is when the analyst provides a single grid file as input. This means that the data are already interpolated, so the Grid Manager can build the grid representation from the file and send it directly to the Tier Divider. If the user provides two grid files, the system requires that they have the exact same dimensions and cell size. The more interesting cases are when the analyst provides lists of points and the cell size in the settings to create the grid. In this case, the Grid Manager computes the bounding box that contains all the points across the lists and generates a grid representation with the given cell size that fits the bounding box. This grid representation is used for all lists of points in the input. Next, the Grid Manager sends the grid representation, the list(s) of points, and the settings to the Visual Spatial Interpolator component.

2.1.2 Visual spatial interpolator

The visual spatial interpolator component is responsible for interpolating the points on the grid for visualization. Besides being used for a smooth visualization, this spatial interpolation allows comparing different sets of points on the same map without clutter. In other words, the interpolation performed in the visual spatial interpolator
component is for visualization purposes only, and must be distinguished from the interpolation method that the analyst aims to diagnose using S-VIDIA, to which the system is oblivious.

The visual spatial interpolator performs two types of operations, depending on the analyst’s input: a spatial interpolation or a comparison operation. In the spatial interpolation, the component receives the grid(s), the list(s) of points, the interpolation method and its parameter settings. In this version of the system, we implemented two common interpolation methods: KDE and Kriging. This component, however, was designed in such a way that other spatial interpolation methods can be easily added, as long as the interpolation method returns a grid of values representing a continuous surface. The parameters required by the interpolator can be exposed in the Web interface as html elements for the analyst’s use. We explain this process in further details in Section Interpolation Methods.

The other type of operation this component performs is comparing two grids. When the analyst requests this task, the Visual Spatial Interpolator computes a cell-by-cell difference of the grids and stores the resulting values in a third grid. This procedure is detailed in Section Computing differences between grids.

The Visual Spatial Interpolator contributes to design goal DG3—Facilitate multi-resolution analysis. By changing the interpolation methods and their parameter settings, users can achieve different levels of aggregation.

Interpolation methods

Figure 2 illustrates the general workflow for the spatial interpolation methods supported by Visual Spatial Interpolator. Any method that receives as input a grid of cells and a set of points and produces a grid of cells containing values representing a continuous surface can be integrated as a plugin in the system. The constraint of being a continuous surface is required to generate valid polygons at the final step of the visualization.

To validate our solution, we implemented two spatial interpolation methods: KDE and Kriging. When choosing KDE, the analysts must provide, besides the cell size already used to build the grid, a bandwidth value, also called a smoothing parameter, and a kernel function, which is a window non-negative function that computes the weight of a point based on its distance to the cell center. Several kernel functions commonly used with KDE are available for the analysts (Silverman, 1986): uniform, triangular, quartic, Gaussian, and Epanechnikov (1969). When choosing Kriging as the interpolation method, the analysts can use Ordinary Kriging (OK) and Universal Kriging (UK). In terms of usage, the input of OK is the geo-location position of the points (e.g., latitude and longitude), whereas UK performs the interpolation based on auxiliary variables associated with the points in addition to their geo-location. Although both are geostatistical-based methods, the main issue concerning OK is that it assumes a stationary, that is, constant mean over each region, and the predictions rely solely on point observations of the target variable. In contrast, UK assumes that the mean has a functional dependence on the spatial location and makes predictions by modeling the relationship between the target and auxiliary variables (Mesic Kiš, 2016; Thakali et al., 2015). The settings for each method can be set through the web interface.

Figure 2 General spatial interpolation workflow.
Computing differences between grids

When the analyst requests a model comparison, another processing step is applied to the grids before sending them to the Tier Divider. The two grids can be compared in three different ways: no difference, signed difference, and absolute difference.

In the first type of comparison, the grids are displayed as they were originally computed, so no operation is performed on the grids. Each grid will be displayed in a different layer and can be shown separately or overlapped on the map.

In the second type, the system computes the difference of the two grids as the Signed Difference (SD). Thus, for each grid cell $c$:

$$SD(c) = Z'_1(c) - Z'_2(c)$$

(1)

where $Z'_1(c)$ and $Z'_2(c)$ are the values associated with that cell in the first and the second grids, respectively. Notice that as this is the signed difference, the cells may have negative values as displayed in Figure 3a.

Finally, in the third type, the system computes the absolute difference between the two grids, by calculating the absolute value of the signed difference defined above. So for each cell $c$:

$$AD(c) = |SD(c)| = |Z'_1(c) - Z'_2(c)|$$

(2)

where $Z'_1(c)$ and $Z'_2(c)$ are the values associated with that cell in the first and the second grids, respectively (see Figure 3b).

After performing all the operations, the output of the Visual Spatial Interpolator is sent to the next component in the pipeline: the Tier Divider. In the case of computing the signed or absolute difference, the output contains only the resulting grid.

2.1.3 | Tier divider

The Tier Divider splits the grid values into a predefined number $k$ of tiers. When comparing two grids, this division can be performed in two ways: an equal division of cells or an absolute max-value wise division. Figure 4 illustrates
these two types of division of a grid of 16 cells into $k = 4$ tiers. First, the cells are sorted in a linear array. In the equal division, to avoid tiers with few cells due to outliers, we choose the interval values of each tier so that all tiers have about the same number of cells. In the max-value wise division, the tiers are computed in proportion to the maximum absolute value $M = 9$ and each tier has a range of size $\frac{M}{k} = \frac{9}{4} = 2.25$.

In Section 2.2, we show that, by combining how the tiers are divided with the ways the grids are compared, our solution can present several different visualizations, so the analyst is able to compare the models from different perspectives.

### 2.1.4 Polygon generator

The Polygon Generator component generates polygons using the technique called Marching Squares Kernel Density Estimation—MSKDE (de Queiroz Neto et al., 2016). Figure 5 shows an overview of how the Polygon Generator uses MSKDE. First, the Polygon Generator receives the interpolated grids and the tier limits from the Tier Divider (Figure 5a). For each input grid, it builds a secondary grid in such a way that each cell center becomes a vertex in the secondary grid (Figure 5b). Then, for each tier starting at the second bottom tier, "march" through the vertices in the secondary grid, using the Marching Squares algorithm (Lorensen & Cline, 1987), to generate the contour lines for each tier’s lower limit (Figure 5c). The system computes the final polygons by applying polygon differences between two consecutive tiers starting from the bottom tier (Figure 5d). The resulting polygons of each tier are returned with the tier’s interval limits to the web interface. The interval limits are used to populate the map legend.
S-VIDIA’s web interface is displayed in Figure 6. It has two main components: a map view (Figure 6c) and a sidebar (Figure 6a). The sidebar contains all the configuration controls for working with the datasets (Figure 6a) and the visualizations (Figure 6b). These components were developed to support design goal DG1—Enable interactivity and exploration and the Operator Primitives in Roth’s (2013) taxonomy. The Enabling operators available on the sidebar are Import, Export, and Save. The Work operators available on the sidebar are Reexpress, Resymbolize, Overlay, and Filter, and on the map view are Pan, Zoom, Retrieve, and Calculate. For example, by using the sidebar, the analysts can turn on and off each tier’s visibility (Overlay) and select the comparison mode displayed on the map (Reexpress or Resymbolize).

We include references to the relevant operators in the remainder of this section.

The map view is where the visualizations are displayed once the server completes computing them and contains all elements relevant to the visualizations, including showing details of each cell on demand, using a tooltip with the cell value (Figure 6e) and a Details panel (Figure 6f). Figure 7 shows a more detailed view of these visual elements. The types of maps displayed on the map view are either shaded isoline maps or choropleth maps using a regular grid (Golebiowska et al., 2021). The map colors are based on ColorBrewer color schemes (Brewer, 2009).

When selecting a cell of the grid, a square will appear overlaying the cell alongside a tooltip (Retrieve operator). The square shows the exact boundaries of a cell, as used by the server in the analysis, and the tooltip indicates the value for that cell (or values, in case the visualization is showing both models overlapping each other). This allows the analyst to understand why a cell is in a certain tier, as well as how the interpolation was computed in that cell. This feature fulfills the analytical task AT7 (see Table 1).

If the analysts are visualizing a dataset of points, a toggle bar on the bottom right of the map appears when selecting a cell. When toggled, it displays a Details panel with a histogram and descriptive statistics of the point values used for computing the estimate in the cell in the interpolation (Calculate operator). The histogram is a quick overview of all values involved in the calculation. It allows the analysts to, at a glance, notice inconsistencies such as outliers or if there are too many or too few values influencing a given cell, as in AT8 (see Table 1). Below the histogram other descriptive statistics (average, median, and standard deviation) are also shown. The list below the statistics provides even more details by showing all data points used in the evaluation of that cell, with their position in the file. This allows the analysts to verify their files in search of that event. The list also displays the datapoints’ distance to the center of the cell, completing the contributing factors for computing the estimate of that cell.

In the next section, we describe how the analysts can use the system to create visualizations and compare models in more detail.
2.2 Workflows for using the system

As we mentioned when describing the components of the system, the analysts can visualize their models in different ways, depending on the ATs (see Table 1) they want to accomplish. By using the web interface, the analysts can visualize a single model (needed in AT1 and AT2), show both models overlapped (needed in AT5), or compare two models (needed in AT3, AT4, and AT6). Each of these objectives corresponds to a different workflow which we describe next.

2.2.1 Visualizing a single model

Figure 8 describes the workflow used for visualizing a single model. In this example, the user selected a file containing the dataset of points and values and adjusted the analysis settings with a cell size of 100 m, chose KDE with a Gaussian kernel function as the interpolation method, a bandwidth of 300 m and five tiers (Import and Reexpress operators). The server receives these input data, generates a grid with 100 m sized cells, and then interpolates the grid using KDE with bandwidth 300 m. As it is a single model, the five tiers are created containing approximately the same number of values. After that, the polygons are generated and sent to the web interface to be color mapped and rendered. The analysts can then interact with the map (Pan, Zoom, Retrieve operators), change the color scheme (Resymbolize operator), and show and hide tiers (Overlay operator) to inspect the model.
2.2.2 Visualizing both models overlapped

Visualizing both models overlapped works similarly to current approaches when comparing different models: they are displayed on top of the other. Figure 9 describes the workflow for visualizing two models. This workflow is more complex than the single model workflow because it also captures the ways the analysts can compute the differences between the two models. To visualize the two models overlapped in our approach, the analyst first uploads the data files and adjusts parameter settings for each model (Import and Reexpress operators). The server generates the grids with the same cell size and interpolates the values for each model according to the input settings. It then follows the flow shown by the white boxes in Figure 9: for each grid, the server divides the cells, so each tier has approximately the same number of values and then generates the polygons for each tier. The resulting polygons are sent to the web interface, in which they are overlaid since they share equal grid dimensions. Depending on the visualization parameters used, this could lead to information overload for the users. However, as they can show and hide the tiers on demand (Overlay operator) and control the filling of the polygons (Resymbolize operator), the users can reduce the clutter of the visualization. An extra feature requested by the analysts is displaying the total difference between the models for each tier, that is, regions present in one model but not in the other (see Figure 10). In addition, the system also computes the total area of this difference in squared meters and the total sum of all tiers’ differences combined (Calculate operator). With this feature, the users can have another metric to compare the models. This computation is performed directly on the browser, according to the user’s input.

2.2.3 Visualizing the difference between two models

As we mentioned in Section 2.1.2, our approach provides multiple ways to visualize the difference between two models. Figure 9 also depicts the flow for computing and visualizing that difference. The user uploads the data files...
and adjusts the parameter settings for each model in the same way as displaying both models overlapped. However, this time the system follows another flow in the server (shown in the yellow boxes in Figure 9). After interpolating the values, the system calculates the differences between the two grids as described in Section 2.1.2. The tiers are divided according to the division criteria chosen by the analyst. The system then generates the polygons for all tiers and sends them to the web interface to be displayed as a change map on the map view. This approach follows an intrinsic coincident display (Kinkeldey et al., 2014; MacEachren et al., 1998), in which the differences are coded using the same symbology and shown in an integrated view (coincident). The analysts can then change the diverging color scheme for both positive and negative values and change the visualization modes to whichever suits best his goal at the time (Resymbolize and Reexpress operators).

For example, the analysts may select to see Only Positive Values (Figures 11a) or Only Negative Values (Figure 11b). These are examples of the Filter operator. Another option is to select Both Models’ Polygons Combined to overlay both of these views in one, allowing the user to see all regions where any difference between both models exists (Figure 11c). Since overlaying both views can result in intersections in regions that transition from positive to negative values due to our interpolation algorithm, a fourth option is available called All Tiers in a Single Polygon Calculation (Figure 11d). In this approach, the system generates the polygons for both negative and positive values at the same iteration, resulting in interpolation borders that do not intersect. A more detailed view of this effect is shown in Figure 12. It is also possible to select to Show Interpolated Grid Only in case the user wants to ignore the polygons (Figure 11e) and visualize the data in a choropleth map. In this mode, each cell is colored separately based on the cell value only, without the polygon generation. All these modes of comparing two models contribute directly to design goal DG4—Facilitate comparison.
To analyze the difference between a model and the ground truth (See DT5 in Section 1.1), however, absolute values can be hard to interpret. For that reason, one of the views available is Percentage Values (Figures 11f,h), which separates each tier in percentages of the maximum absolute value. Percentage Fixed Sizes is a combination of the regular view and percentage values, where instead of percentages of the maximum absolute value, each tier has approximately the same amount of cells. Another particular visualization available is Absolute Values, where the user can still use relative values. However, instead of dealing with two color scales and two different tiered polygon visualizations, we combine the positive and negative values using the absolute difference between the models in each region, allowing the system to calculate only one polygon visualization for all differences (as in a change map).

**FIGURE 9** Workflow for visualizing two models, whether by showing both overlapped, or by visualizing the difference between them.

**FIGURE 10** Visualizing the total difference between the models in a given tier. On the left: the two models’ results overlaid on top of each other in the same tier. On the right: the total difference on that tier, that is, regions present in one model but not in the other. The total area is displayed on the side panel (not shown in the figure).
Table 2 summarizes how S-VIDIA workflows and features are related with the system’s design goals and interaction operators (Roth, 2013) and how they can be used to support the ATs the analysts perform when building and diagnosing spatial interpolation models. In the next section, we present a complete case study that describes the DT and AT being performed in more detail.

2.3 | Summary

Table 2 summarizes how S-VIDIA workflows and features are related with the system’s design goals and interaction operators (Roth, 2013) and how they can be used to support the ATs the analysts perform when building and diagnosing spatial interpolation models. In the next section, we present a complete case study that describes the DT and AT being performed in more detail.
This section describes a case study related to the tasks outlined in Section 1.1 to demonstrate the proposed system’s functionality. More specifically, the same machine learning experts who helped to define the DTs shown in Section 1.1 used S-VIDIA to analyze spatial interpolation models that predict real estate prices in a specific region.

### 3.1 | Setup

For this study, we used two real estate datasets. The first one is from the city of São Paulo (Brazil), which collected real estate advertisements from hundreds of Brazilian websites. In this dataset, each house is represented by six attributes: its selling price in Brazilian currency (reais), latitude, longitude, number of bedrooms, number of parking spaces, and the type of the property (house or apartment). The second dataset (https://github.com/BangLiu/RealEstateModeling/) corresponds to houses of the Canadian province of Alberta. Each property has 13 attributes: effective build year, net area, finished basement, fireplace, assessed value, fully complete, lot size, walkout basement, air conditioning, site coverage, longitude, latitude, and valuation group residential south. We applied Median Absolute Deviation (Leys et al., 2013) on price to remove outliers. For comparison, we create two different predictive models: one based on neural networks (ANN) and another one using linear regression (Montgomery et al., 2021). More specifically, the ANN model predicts the value of a point, applying attention mechanisms to weight neighboring points based on their similarity in terms of features and geographic location. For further details, we refer the reader to Viana and Barbosa (2021). Linear regression is the classical regression model (Montgomery et al., 2021) that assumes a linear relationship between the features and the output value.

Before performing the tasks described in Section 3.2, we prepared the input files for S-VIDIA. The format is standard and corresponds to a file in CSV format structured in three columns. The first two correspond to location information (latitude and longitude), and the third stores the attribute which we want to investigate its spatial behavior. Therefore, each line in the file corresponds to a point on the map. The file corresponding to the city of São Paulo has 68,848 points, while Alberta’s file has 6130 points.

**FIGURE 12** Detailed view showing the effects of generating the difference between two models as separate sets and as a single set. On the left: the positive and negative values were rendered separately and the tiers are displayed one over the other. On the right: the positive and negative values were rendered as a single set, so intermediate values between negative and positive are covered by the polygons.
Performing the analyses

We start our investigation by verifying the geographical distribution of the observations in the datasets (DT1 and AT1 in Section 1.1). In this analysis, we aim to identify, for instance, regions with high and low density of points in order to check their possible impact on the models’ performance. In Figure 13, we can visualize the prediction points in polygons with low granularity for the two cities, using the option Visualize Model with a bandwidth of 100. For the Alberta dataset, Figure 13a, it is clear that central regions of the map are not well covered, and for the São Paulo dataset, in contrast, the sparse regions are in the outskirts, Figure 13b. The missing data in these datasets might occur due to...
low sampling of observations in these regions or other natural and artificial landscapes such as mountains, forests, parks, and water bodies. A geographic view that presents a physical map of the region can be helpful to verify if this is, in fact, the case.

Our subsequent analysis is to verify the quality of the attributes of the models regarding their spatial distribution (DT2 and AT2 in Section 1.1). This verification is possible by inspecting how spatially spread the values of an attribute are. Figure 14 shows the spatial distribution of the attributes year, price, and finished basement on the Alberta dataset. The features year and price present a strong spatial autocorrelation since they have similar values clustered in space, whereas the attribute finished basement has its values more spatially spread. This visual analysis may indicate that price and year are better spatial predictors than the finished basement.

Now, we aim to evaluate the quality of the predictive models by looking at their predictions and the truth values on a holdout set, not used for training the models. For that, first, we examine how much a given predictive model can capture the spatial dependence existing in the target variable (DT3 in Section 1.1). Using the option Model Difference, we visualized the spatial distribution of the error of the linear regression model for house price prediction.
in São Paulo, shown in Figure 15a, and the error distribution of the ANN model in Figure 15b. As can be seen, the ANN model is able to better capture the spatial autocorrelation of the house prices than the linear regression model, since its errors are more spatially spread out, that is, they look more random than the ones from the linear regression model.

We perform another error-related analysis by finding the regions with high errors to improve the prediction model's quality (DT4 and AT4 in Section 1.1). Figure 16a shows the percentage distribution of the errors of the ANN model in the São Paulo dataset. The darkest red and blue regions represent high error values. They are mainly found in the border areas of the data, suggesting that they might have been caused by the lack of data in these areas. To better illustrate this, we depict in Figure 16b a sub-region of Figure 16a which contains regions with high errors.

Another way to inspect the quality of the model is to compare the polygons concerning the predictive model's results and the ground truth in a specific price range (DT5, AT5, and AT6 in Section 1.1). For that, we use the option Display Both Models Overlaid, from the Model Comparison feature. The more exact the overlap between the polygons, the better fitting the model in the sub-region under analysis. Figures 17a,b shows polygons that represent this

**Figure 15** Comparison of the spatial distribution of the errors of the linear regression model (on the left) and the ANN model (on the right). In this visualization, the analyst visualized the computed difference between each model and the ground truth, displaying both positive and negative values (DT3 and AT3).

**Figure 16** Overall distribution of the error percentage of the ANN model in the São Paulo city (a) and in a specific region with high error values (b). In this visualization, the analyst visualized the computed difference between the ANN model and the ground truth, displaying both positive and negative values as a percentage of the maximum absolute difference (DT4 and AT4).
comparison in a particular region of Alberta for the Linear Regression and ANN model, respectively. The blue-filled polygons represent the ground truth, while the unfilled ones, the model’s prediction. The more fitted the polygons are, the better the model is. By this analysis, we can visually understand that in this particular sub-region, the ANN model presents better quality than Linear Regression since there is a more exact overlap between the filled and unfilled polygons.

During the analyses, we might want to inspect the raw values of the model’s predictions and the truth values in order to understand, for instance, why a model achieves a high error in a particular region (DT6 in Section 1.1). Figure 7 presents an example of this functionality. It shows not only the values for a specific polygon, but also its distribution in a histogram.

After using S-VIDIA to analyze attributes and models that deal with spatially correlated phenomena, we identified the need to investigate solutions to mitigate some of the model’s weaknesses. For instance, the perception that the model has significant errors in the bordering regions (internal holes) led us to search for solutions that deal with this phenomenon such as spline-based methods, as suggested in Sangalli et al. (2013). Another possible direction for investigation is creating an ensemble of the models oriented to geographic location, as S-VIDIA allows us to identify, in a straightforward way, the model that presents greater precision in a given region of interest.

4 | DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The main goal of our approach is to facilitate visual inspection and comparison of spatial interpolation models. To support this, we defined four design goals which imposed some limitations.
As explained in the Introduction, we preferred adopting intrinsic coincident displays to show model differences to reduce cognitive effort while facilitating comparisons. The main reason for this design choice was that comparing models was the most important task for the specialists; in fact, they performed the comparison tasks easily. Even though we tried to minimize its drawbacks, this approach could be better, and other approaches, such as extrinsic coincident displays and animation, could be added to the system.

Although our tool fully supports visually comparing two models, comparing three models such as performed in Figures 15 and 17 was also possible by allowing synchronization of value limits, map views (camera sync) and displaying them side by side in different windows.

Moreover, S-VIDIA only supports loading a single variable at a time. This was a decision to make our approach more focused on the geospatial aspect of the visualization and to satisfy the design goal DG2—Facilitate data loading. Loading more than one variable at once could make the interface unnecessarily more complex. However, we are planning on supporting loading more than one variable and visualizing them using other visual techniques in addition to the histogram.

Another limitation in our solution is that not all interaction operators were implemented. Operators such as Edit, Annotate, Arrange, Sequence, Reproject, and Search were not necessary for the specialists’ daily usage. However, adding support for these operators is mandatory to make S-VIDIA even more useful and general to other users. For example, after using the system for a while, the specialists suggested that annotations would be important for communicating the analysis results. We also plan on expanding operators such as Filter to include more parameters.

We are also aware that the basemap in S-VIDIA’s map view, which is based on Leaflet (https://leafletjs.com/) and OpenStreetMap (https://www.openstreetmap.org/), use the Web Mercator projection. Although this projection is convenient, it can introduce visual distortion of the relative sizes of color regions at a regional-level scale. The specialists work at a city-level scale, so this projection does not compromise their analysis. For other users whose data are at a higher-level scale, more appropriate projections can be used by exchanging the map library used in the system.

The visual spatial interpolator applies interpolation to the data before visualization which may confuse users. However, as we wanted to facilitate comparison, this step was required to generate the polygon tiers. If users want to avoid this extra interpolation, they can input the computed grid directly to the system and it will be used for the polygon generation.

Although we only presented in this work a case study for house price prediction, S-VIDIA can be employed by researchers and practitioners in any other spatial interpolation problem such as precipitation, temperature or air quality estimation to name a few.

As we wanted our approach to be model agnostic so it could be used in more different scenarios, the visualization techniques available for inspecting the data are straightforward. Despite its simplicity, combining interactivity with the polygon-tier visualization provided great flexibility for our collaborator specialists. They were used to conventional GIS applications to visualize their models’ results but needed help to compare them with the ground truth or other models easily. In the case of sparse regions in which the specialists were particularly interested, S-VIDIA allowed them to geographically visualize such regions to verify the possible occurrence of poor performance. Support for more complex information besides model differences, such as uncertainty, is also desired, which brings more challenges for designing and implementing visualization techniques.

More sophisticated approaches could be implemented in S-VIDIA but would require knowing the internals of the machine learning models to provide more tailored diagnostics.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we presented S-VIDIA, a visual analytics model-agnostic solution for facilitating the comparison and refinement of interpolation models at different levels of granularity, using interactive visualization techniques. To support this, we defined a set of design goals and the ATs implemented by our approach.
One of the main contributions of our approach is to facilitate geospatial model comparisons using an intrinsic coincident display with customizable shaded isoline and choropleth maps. Visualizing the difference directly on the map does not cause an extra cognitive load for the analysts as they do not need to rely on their memory to make the comparison. Besides, S-VIDIA's interactivity and filtering controls reduce the amount of information displayed on the map, which could be another source of cognitive effort.

The ATs were defined based on the general problem of building and inspecting a new model for spatial interpolation, independently of the techniques used to build the model and the application area. We demonstrated our approach's utility with a case study in which the specialists used S-VIDIA to diagnose and improve a spatial model for predicting real estate prices. However, we believe that our system is a step toward responding to the call to build tools that enable users to obtain insights that directly support decision-making and so, we envision S-VIDIA being used in other real-world scenarios involving the inspection of spatial interpolation models. For example, for estimating new cases of a given disease, such as influenza or COVID-19 in health science; for estimating soil properties, daily precipitation, temperature in environmental science; for estimating evapotranspiration (the consumption of water by a crop), crop yield in agriculture. As S-VIDIA is model agnostic, the geolocated datasets generated in those different scenarios can be easily entered into the system and visualized.

As future work, in addition to improve the system according to the limitations discussed in Section 4, we plan to support additional evaluation measures defined by the analysts, and also collaborate with other specialists to explore other real-world cases in S-VIDIA.
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ENDNOTES

1 By diagnostics, we refer to the broader meaning of "techniques of careful examination." Therefore, this article uses the concepts diagnosis (diagnostics), inspection, and analysis interchangeably.

2 "Blind" spots in our context are spatial regions where there are few or no occurrences of observations, which we call sparse regions.
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